Change is the only constant in today’s world. This is the general perception. At SMACO we choose to differ. Certainty and reliability are the twin pillars that anchor our enterprise and partnerships across the globe in an industry buffeted by winds of change.

In the face of rising competition and trust for greater efficiency, precision and quality, SMACO manufactures tube mill machinery and equipment that prioritize reliability at all levels of mill operations. We design and built process line and machinery that translate into smooth running mills and automation that are cost effective. We are committed to provide customized and reliable products and services that match customer plant investment needs.

OUR ORGANISATION
SMACO was established in 1992 as a provider of engineering and technical services for the steel pipe and tube industry in Malaysia. 1994 saw its market expansion into Indonesia and Thailand with the setting up of complete tube mill plants. It also saw SMACO’s venture into manufacturing pipe finishing equipment and handling system, pipe mill line, entry equipment and roll forming lines. Investing in 3-dimensional software and COPRA Roll Form software has enhanced our machine design capabilities.

Today SMACO has evolved into an organization equipped to meet current market demands with reliable products and services.

OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES
- ERW Pipe Mill lines for API / ASTM pipe and structural hollow section ½” to 16” diameter. This includes advance mill entry equipment with double uncoiler, automatic shear & end welder and accumulator. Forming and sizing mill with quick change sub-plate and hydraulic push out quick disconnect coupling for big mill during size change. Cold saw flying cut-off machine with single and double saw blade and complete pipe bundling and bundle transfer system.

- Pipe Finishing Equipment includes dual head end facer with cam follower for API facing, multi-head hydrotester for 10,000 psi test pressure, straightening machine with automatic roll setting during size change and roll quick lift feature, automatic pipe threading machine, pipe end cropping machine and complete finishing floor for pipe transfer and handling system.

- Customized equipment including API testing, on-line and off-line ultrasonic testing with mechanical pipe handling system, internal weld bead scarfing system, edge milling machine, weighing, length measuring and stencil marking system, pipe vanish coating and special design equipment to meet end user needs.

- Supporting equipment including coil slitting line, coil shearing line, automatic pipe galvanizing plant etc.

- Spiral pipe mill and finishing equipment for spiral welded pipe.
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The advance in technology has propelled the developments in the design of ERW tube mills. The requirement for higher production standards are on the increase, together with the greater demand for reliability.

SMACO prioritize our technology to produce reliable tube mill lines that match long term investment plan of mill owner. Reliability translates to smooth running mills with minimum maintenance cost.

We design and built whole production line from coil entry to pipe run out and bundling systems, pipe finishing equipment and automated pipe handling system for finishing floor.